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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURE 
 
Mittleman Investment Management Composite includes all fully discretionary separately managed accounts which follow the firm’s investment strategy. Mittleman 
Investment Management, LLC’s value-oriented strategy is to invest in a concentrated portfolio of primarily common stocks, unrestricted as to market capitalization, of both 
domestic and international companies which we deem to be significantly undervalued. The Composite was created in April 2008 and incepted on January 1, 2003. 
 
Mittleman Investment Management, LLC claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®) and has prepared and presented this report in 
compliance with the GIPS standards. Mittleman Investment Management, LLC has been independently verified for the periods January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2012. 
Verification assesses whether (1) the firm has complied with all the composite construction requirements of the GIPS standards on a firm-wide basis and (2) the firm’s policies and 
procedures are designed to calculate and present performance in compliance with the GIPS standards. The Mittleman Investment Management composite has been examined for 
the periods January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2012.  The verification and performance examination reports are available upon request. 
 
Mittleman Investment Management, LLC is an SEC registered investment advisor. Results are based on all fully discretionary separate accounts under management, including 
those accounts no longer with the firm. The U.S. Dollar is the currency used to express performance. Withholding tax on dividends is treated as a reduction of the security’s dividend 
income for companies not domiciled in the U.S. Withholding tax on U.S. equities held by non-domestic accounts is treated as a cash withdrawal. Returns include the effect of foreign 
currency exchange rates. Composite performance is presented net of foreign withholding taxes on dividends, interest income, and capital gains. Withholding taxes may vary 
according to the investor’s domicile. Composite returns are presented gross and net of management fees and includes the reinvestment of all income. Net of fee performance was 
calculated using actual management fees. 
 
Non-fee paying accounts are included in this composite. Prior to January 1, 2006 some accounts did not pay a direct management fee as they paid for their management through 
higher commissions as the portfolios were managed while the portfolio manager was affiliated with a broker/dealer. Prior to 2005 monthly returns were calculated from 
statement dates that were not as of calendar month end; however, the year-end valuations are as of December 31. The annual composite dispersion presented is an asset-weighted 
standard deviation calculated for the accounts in the composite the entire year. Policies for valuing portfolios, calculating performance, and preparing compliant presentations are 
available upon request. Past performance is not indicative of future results. While not a significant part of the strategy some portfolios did go on margin. Margin is employed 
opportunistically, with leverage almost never exceeding 1.5 to 1.0 and only where suitable for the client’s risk tolerance parameters. Margin is generally employed only when 
extraordinary opportunities arise during a period in which the accounts may already be fully invested.  MIM uses leverage on a transitory basis and does not maintain 
systematically leveraged accounts. The management fee schedule is an annual 1.5% fee, paid quarterly. Actual investment advisory fees incurred by clients may vary. 
 
For comparison purposes only, the composite is presented against the S&P 500 Total Return Index. For additional information, the composite has also been compared to the Russell 
2000 Total Return Index. The S&P 500 Total Return Index is an unmanaged index compiled by Standard and Poor’s. The Russell 2000 Total Return Index is an unmanaged index 
compiled by Russell Investments. Both indexes are weighted by market capitalization and their returns include the reinvestment of dividends. The indices do not account for 
transaction costs or other expenses which an investor might incur in attempting to obtain such returns. The S&P and Russell indices are taken from published sources and deemed 
reliable. Investments made by Mittleman Investment Management, LLC for its clients differ significantly in comparison to these (and any other) indexes in terms of security 
holdings, industry weightings, and asset allocations.  Accordingly, investment results and volatility will differ from those of the benchmarks. 
 
For more information or for a copy of the firm’s fully compliant presentation and the firm’s list of composite descriptions, please contact us at (516) 686-6200. 
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Disclaimers 
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Executive Summary 

Mittleman Investment Management, LLC (“MIM”) is an SEC-registered investment advisor serving private clients 
and institutions on a discretionary basis 

Experienced Team 
  Five senior team members have 85 years of collective experience in investment and business   

management roles. 

Track Record of  
Superior Performance 

  MIM’s composite has produced a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of 22.2% (net of fees),  
vs. 8.0% for the S&P 500 TR Index and 10.7% for the Russell 2000 TR Index  (12/31/02 through 3/31/13). 

  Performance since inception ranks in the top 1% of PSN’s Global Equity Universe.  

Objective  

  Pursue superior returns through concentrated, long-term investments in what we deem to be significantly 
undervalued securities. 

  Invest in 10 to 20 global investment opportunities, unrestricted as to market capitalization. 

Investment Strategy and 
Approach  

  Identify and invest in proven franchises with durable economic advantages, management with an owner 
mentality, sustained free cash flow generation, trading at a compelling valuation.  

Alignment of Interests   Partners have majority of liquid net worth invested in the firm and the underlying portfolio holdings. 

NOTE:  Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Performance results are  presented net of fees and include the reinvestment of all income. Please refer to the important disclosures on the final  
pages of this presentation. 



Identify undervalued 
businesses with sustainable 

free cash flow and high 
barriers to entry 

Apply long-term, low 
turnover, risk averse 
investment approach 

Manage portfolio  
of  10-20 core positions 

Investment Approach 

MIM employs a private equity mentality towards public equity investments. 
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Investment Strategy 

  Manage a concentrated portfolio that consists of 10 to 20 core holdings with approximate 2.5 year 
average holding period.   We strive to be hyper-selective, not hyperactive. 

  Seek margin of safety in all investments. 

  Unconstrained by capitalization parameters, we gravitate towards smaller market cap companies where 
we have identified the greatest disparities between fair value and current stock price. 

  Invest in global opportunities through the purchase of exchange-listed shares and over-the-counter 
securities.  We may also invest in debt or hybrid securities which, in our opinion, present special 
opportunities, including securities of distressed companies and companies already operating under 
chapter 11 bankruptcy protection.  

  Adhere to long-term investment philosophy, capitalizing on opportunities often created by the short-
term focus of many market participants and the more limited “street research” coverage of the small 
and/or foreign companies in which we invest.  

  Sell positions when an investment reaches or exceeds our estimate of fair value, if there is a significant 
deterioration in our fundamental outlook, or if we find a superior investment alternative. 

MIM’s security selection process is research intensive, relying on proprietary fundamental analysis for all investment decisions  
and fair value determinations.   
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Mantras   

  “Have opinions at extremes, and wait for extreme moments.” – Joe Rosenberg, Loews Corp. 

  “Nervous energy is a great destroyer of wealth.” – Fayez Sarofim 

 

  “Discipline.  Patience.  Performance.” –  Mittleman Brothers’ motto 

 

Quotes & Motto 
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NOTE:  Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Performance results are  presented net of fees and include the reinvestment of all income. Please refer to the important disclosures on the final pages of this presentation. 
 
Lipper MarketPlace's Best Money Manager ranking is a comprehensive survey of institutional money manager performance. To be eligible for recognition as a Lipper Best Money Manager, performance must be calculated on an asset 
size, which is at least $10 million in size for traditional US asset classes or $1 million for international and alternative investments. Classifications must fall into one of the categories that Lipper ranks (minimum of 20 contenders).   
All performance data must be calculated net of all fees. 
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Annualized Performance through March 31, 2013 Cumulative Performance through March 31, 2013 
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Performance by Year 
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MIM (net) Growth of $1 mil.    S&P 500 TR  Growth of $1 mil. Russell 2000 TR  Growth of $1 mil. 

$1,000,000 $1,000,000 $1,000,000 

2003 82.63% $1,826,262 28.68% $1,286,900 47.25% $1,472,501 

2004 26.51% $2,310,607 10.88% $1,426,915 18.33% $1,742,295 

2005 17.89% $2,723,708 4.91% $1,496,976 4.55% $1,821,779 

2006 15.75% $3,152,846 15.79% $1,733,349 18.37% $2,156,021 

2007 -5.05% $2,993,113 5.49% $1,828,510 -1.57% $2,122,699 

2008 -64.26% $1,069,763 -37.00% $1,151,961 -33.79% $1,405,309 

2009 150.86% $2,683,620 26.46% $1,456,885 27.17% $1,787,347 

2010 63.99% $4,400,772 15.06% $1,676,292 26.85% $2,267,226 

2011 0.54% $4,425,277 2.11% $1,711,229 -4.17% $2,172,659 

2012 49.06% $6,595,338 16.00% $1,984,703 16.35% $2,527,888 

3/31/2013 17.90% $7,776,223 10.61% $2,196,357 12.39% $2,840,924 

CAGR: 22.16% 7.98%         10.73% 

NOTE:  Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Performance results are  presented net of fees and include the reinvestment of all income.  Please refer to the important disclosures on the final pages of this presentation. 



Investment Idea 
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Revlon Inc. (REV) 
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Revlon Inc. 

  Global cosmetics and beauty care products company, founded in 1932, with products sold in over 100 
countries across six continents.  A high profit margin (20% EBITDA margin) business, with steady 
recession-resistant demand growth, and predictable free cash flow over time. 

  Sells its products through the mass retail channel and holds leading market positions in many product 
categories in the U.S., as well as in foreign countries like Australia, Canada and South Africa.  Generates 
about 44% of sales from foreign markets and 22% of sales through Wal-Mart. 

  Recession-resistant during “The Great Recession,” when GDP and S&P 500 profits plunged, Revlon’s 
EBITDA and FCF grew from $225 million to $257 million and $29 million to $68 million, respectively.   
This profit growth came despite a 5.2% drop in sales from 2007 to 2009. 

  The company has been transformed over the past five years since Alan Ennis (age 43 now) took over as 
CFO in 2007 and became CEO in 2009.  Adjusted EBITDA margin 20.1% in 2012, up from 16.5% in 
2007.   Net Debt + Preferred / EBITDA at 4.0x in 2012, down from 6.2x in 2007.  Hired Russian-born 
Julia Goldin (13 year Coca-Cola veteran) as CMO in 2010, changed ad and PR firms in 2011, entered 
Russian market in late 2012.  Expanding in high growth nail polish market with acquisitions of Sinful 
Colors  (paid $39 mil. in 2011) and Pure Ice (paid $66.2 mil. in 2012). 

  76% of their shares are owned by Ron Perelman, the billionaire investor who has controlled the 
company since 1985 and who has occasionally tried to take advantage of minority shareholders in 
companies he has controlled over the years.  

Background 



Revlon Inc. 
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Market Share 

 Source:  BMO Capital Markets Corp. 



Revlon Inc. 
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Market Share 

 Source:  BMO Capital Markets Corp. 



Revlon Inc. 
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Market Share 

 Source:  BMO Capital Markets Corp. 



Revlon Inc. 
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Market Share 

 Source:  BMO Capital Markets Corp. 



Revlon Inc. 
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Emerging Market Potential 



Revlon Inc. 
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Company 
Current 

Price 
Market 

Cap. 
TEV/ 

EBITDA 
EBITDA 
Margin P / FCF 

Revlon Inc. 
(REV) $18.90 $990 mil.  8.0x 20.1% 8.6x 

Estee Lauder 
(EL) $68.88 $26.8 bil. 14.4x 18.2% 32.3x 

L’Oreal (OR FP) €130.45 $102.7 bil. 16.3x 20.1% 26.6x 

Avon Products 
(AVP) $22.05 $9.5 bil. 11.1x 9.6% 30.4x 

Elizabeth Arden 
(RDEN) $41.41 $1.2 bil. 10.0x 11.3% 37.9x 

Valuation 

  Our estimate of Revlon’s minimum intrinsic value of $30 per share assumes TEV/EBITDA multiple of 10x the 
$300 million of  estimated EBITDA (2013) and 13.7x the $115 million of estimated FCF (2013), implying 
further upside potential of 59% from its most recent price of $18.90. 

  If the company were to be sold in 2013, we don’t imagine Perelman would accept less than $40 per share, or 
11.75x EBITDA and 18.2x FCF, implying 112% upside potential in a takeover scenario.  We think the most 
likely buyers of Revlon would be Procter & Gamble (PG) or Unilever (UN). 

 

Source:  Bloomberg, closing prices on 04/27/13 



Revlon Inc. (REV) 

  Maybelline Inc. (MAY) bought by L’Oreal in 1996 for TEV $758 mil., 14.6x EBITDA of $52 mil., 14% EBITDA margin 
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Revlon Inc. 
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The Perelman Factor 
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Revlon Inc. 

 

  Panavision (PVI) 

―  April 2001, Perelman causes M&F Worldwide (MFW), of which he owns 35%, to buy out his 83% stake in 
Panavision (PVI) for $128 mil., or $17.50 per share, while stock is trading at $4. 

―  December 2002, the transaction is undone in settlement of shareholder litigation initiated by Furtherfield 
Partners LP, a small investment fund controlled by Daniel Breen, which owned 55,000 shares of MFW. 

―  8 years later Perelman loses as his Panavision equity ultimately wiped out in 2010 restructuring. 

  Revlon (REV) 

―  April 2009, with stock trading at $3.00, Perelman attempts to force mandatory exchange of common shares 
for a preferred stock to be issued with a $3.74 face value and 12.5% yield. 

―  Revlon can’t get fairness opinion, shareholder Vern Mercier sues to stop deal, Revlon settles by making offer 
voluntary.  Raised preferred stock value to $5.21 per share and increased yield to 12.75%.  Nearly half of the 
minority shares accept the exchange offer. 

―  Shortly after those who accepted the deal got their preferred stock in October 2009, the common stock soars 
from $5.50 to nearly $20 on strong earnings report.  Lawsuits by those who accepted deal are settled in 2012. 

  M&F Worldwide (MFW) 

―  From $26.60 in April 2011, MFW falls to $16.77 by 06/10/11 during weak overall market. 

―  Mittleman Brothers owned shares then, believed them to be worth $50 minimally.   

―  Perelman buys out non-Perelman shareholders at $25 , 5.2x EBITDA, 3.2x FCF, deal announced 06/13/11, 
Evercore Partners paid $2.25 mil. for fairness opinion. 

―  Closest comp, Deluxe Corp. (DLX)  has risen from $22.40 to $38.60 since then, now 6.5x EBITDA, 10x FCF. 

 

 

The Perelman Factor 
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Revlon Inc. 

  New World  Communications Group (NWCG) 

―  Owned 10 Fox-affiliated TV stations and programming library, 37% owned by Perelman (80% of vote). 

―  We bought shares at $15 to $17 in 1996 as stock declined as company considered buying King World. 

―  Bought out by News Corp. (NWSA) 01/23/97 at $27 in NWSA stock ($2.8 bil.), 17x EBITDA. 

―  Proof that the scorpion doesn’t always sting the frog. 

 

 

The Perelman Factor… Not always a negative for minority shareholders. 



Investment Idea 
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Carmike Cinemas, Inc. (CKEC) 
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Carmike Cinemas, Inc. 

  4th largest theater chain in the U.S. with 249 theaters and 2,502 screens in 35 states.  

  Leading theater chain in the deployment of digital and 3-D screens. 

―  2,359 digital (94% of total). 

―  855 3-D (34% of total). 

―  23 large format Big D. 

  Operates mainly in rural areas, targeting small to mid-size non-urban markets, where competition is 
more limited and operating benefits are favorable. 

  Revenue mix: 

―  Admissions (64%) – sale of movie tickets.  

―  Concessions & Other (36%) – limited menu, higher-margin offering with an industry-leading 88% gross 
margin that represents a bulk of profits. 

  David Passman, Carmike’s CEO since June 2009, and his team have done an outstanding job of 
revitalizing the Carmike theater chain over the past three years. 

  Owns 19% of privately held Screenvision, the second-largest preshow movie theater advertising 
company in the U.S. 

Background 
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Carmike Cinemas, Inc. 

  Box office growth since 2002 due to ticket price increases, while attendance declining. 

―  Ageing population (older people go to movie theaters less frequently than the young). 

―  DVD, DVR, Netflix… home viewing options getting better. 

―  Shrinking window of exclusivity. 

 

  Studios pushing for bigger % of ticket sales on most popular releases 

 

Adverse Trends / Industry Headwinds   



Carmike Cinemas, Inc. 
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Geographic Footprint 



Carmike Cinemas, Inc. 
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Attractive Value Proposition 



Carmike Cinemas, Inc. 
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Comparables 



Carmike Cinemas, Inc. 
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U.S. and Canada gross box office 



Carmike Cinemas, Inc. 
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U.S. and Canada gross box office 



Carmike Cinemas, Inc. 
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Moviegoing population 



Carmike Cinemas, Inc. 
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Moviegoing population 



Carmike Cinemas, Inc. 
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Attendance per capita 



Carmike Cinemas, Inc. 
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U.S. / Canada Box Office 



Carmike Cinemas, Inc. 
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U.S. / Canada Admissions 



Carmike Cinemas, Inc. 
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Annual Ticket Sales 



Carmike Cinemas, Inc. 
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Company 
Current 

Price 
Market 

Cap. 
TEV/ 

EBITDA 
EBITDA 
Margin P / FCF 

Carmike Cinemas 
(CKEC) $17.17 $305 mil. 5.5x 18.8% 6.1x 

Regal 
Entertainment 
Group (RGC 

$17.91 $2.78 bil. 7.6x 19.2% 11.1x 

Cinemark 
Holdings (CNK) $29.36 $3.38 bil. 7.0x 22.9% 13.5x 

Valuation 

  AMC, the second-largest player in the industry, was recently bought out by China’s largest theater owner, Wanda Group, for 
8.2x EBITDA. 

  Our estimate of Carmike’s intrinsic value of $27.25 per share assumes 7x EV/EBITDA and 9x FCF equaling 
$25 per share.  We add another $2.25 per share ($40 million) for the estimated value of Carmike’s 19% stake 
in privately held Screenvision. 

Source:  Bloomberg 



Carmike Cinemas, Inc. 
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Screenvision 


